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MATTHEW’S
PRESSURE
GAME
Nick Matthew put on a
masterclass in his British
National Championship final
in February against Daryl
Selby. It was quintessential
Matthew – the pressure
game, writes Ian McKenzie.

The tactics were spot on;
his pressure game was
unrelenting. However, against
the three other players who
could win the British Open –
Mohamed Elshorbagy, Ramy
Ashour and Gregory Gaultier
– it will need to be adapted
to counter each player’s
strengths.

Matthew will have to
contain Elshorbagy’s raw
power by playing tightly and
varying his pace, but he will
still need to be positive. He
will perhaps test his
opponent’s patience.

Against Ashour he will
have to deprive his opponent

of opportunities to attack by
using his defensive and
pressure games. He needs
Ashour to be playing out of
the back corners, not in front
of him.

Against Gaultier it will be a
mental battle. Can he keep to
his game plan without getting
distracted while disrupting his
opponent’s rhythm?

Matthew has made the
pressure game his own. He
once said his mental trainer
had challenged him to
become world class at
something and he picked the
volley.

His battleground is down

the backhand
wall (for right-
handers),
where he fights
to avoid
surrendering

the centre position by
standing a yard in off the T
intersection, trying not to let
the ball pass him. From here
he volleys, sometimes slowly,
sometimes fast, occasionally
short, but usually after an
opponent has taken a
pummelling. The pressure
creates opportunities and he
is in position to take
advantage of them.

It would be illuminating to
know Matthew’s proportion of
volleys to total shots and
compare his volley totals to
Selby’s. The available
statistics tell an
uncompromising story.

STATISTICS

Match: 2015 Men’s British
National Championship final

PLAYER ERRORS WINNERS
Matthew 2 17
Selby 16 8

RALLY LENGTH
Total shots Average rally

Game 1: 415 26
Game 2: 284 20
Game 3: 241 19

In 44 minutes of intensive
play an observer would rarely
have seen Selby with time on
the ball. Matthew was able to
pile on the pressure, hit
winners and minimise his
errors.

We can see by the length
of the rallies that Selby did
not capitulate, but his
attempted winners came at
great expense, which was the
story of the match.

Pressure forces mistakes
and easier balls that can be
attacked. To relieve the
pressure, a player needs to
play tighter and slower with
high balls and lobs – which is
difficult against the sport’s
best volleyer.

At the highest level of the
game you must utilise every
movement to help with the
next phase. A pause here
or hesitation there will
lead to your opponent
nailing home an
advantage. The back
corners are often where
opponents look to apply
pressure.

One of England’s most
consistent performers
over the past decade has
been Peter Barker.
Physically imposing and
difficult to beat, a Barker
key strength is his ability
to establish a platform
from the back,
neutralising an opponent’s
length and being able to
establish strong positions

to exert pressure.
I recently chatted with

Barker to find out the secret

to his solidity in this area.
He explained it was
something that was instilled
in him from a young age, to
have options in every
position on court. This
included the back corners,
where choices can be
limited. Barker stressed the
importance of getting behind
the ball and using every
ounce of momentum to get
back to the T.

Barker recalled watching
British great Peter Nicol,
explaining: “He worked so
hard off the ball. I wanted to
implement that in my game,
because it gives you such a
strong platform.”

“I use the central line as
a guide to move back before
positioning myself in the
corner. I feel this gives me
the space I need for more
options in the shot."

Barker acknowledges the
significant role of off-court
conditioning, as well as
practising his movement
patterns without a ball on
court. He continued:
“Ghosting and resistance
band work help me get
behind the ball quickly

enough. It has taken a lot of
time and consistent work to
achieve this.

“It’s important to get
behind the ball so that you
can flow back to the T. Once
I’m behind the ball, I use the
follow-through of my racket
and my bodyweight to help
me back to a central
position.”

Next time you are on
court, see if you can build
your back corners like
Barker. Aim to flow as much
as possible and, remember,
it takes a lot of consistent
work to achieve this.

ANALYSIS

BARKER’S BACK CORNERS

Nick Matthew
(right) applies
pressure from the
front with the
volley against
Daryl Selby in the
British Men’s
National
Championship
final

WORKSHOP

TIPS:
� Work hard to get behind the
ball. You will have to practise
your ghosting to be able to do
this well.

� Once behind the ball, use
your bodyweight, momentum
and follow-through to move
towards a central position.

� Use simple practices, like
boasts and drives or rotating
drives, to practise getting
behind the ball and moving
back towards the central area.

DREW’S
DIAGNOSIS
ESR high performance coach
Lee Drew discusses topical
coaching issues
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